SEAS-XBT-TSG AOML Meeting on Coordination of Operations. March 8 and 9, 2011

Action Items

(JF) will maintain the XBT / FR system in the Navigator, as a backup.

(PR) Mark Paes (from NDBC) to be contacted about using Iridium instead of T&T and have NWS pay for XBT transmissions using Iridium as a way to save them money.

(DD, RR) Can help with the recruitment of a cruise ship to do the AX07 transect once or twice a year.

(CM) will send us all the data from AX02 (Reykjafoss, Skogafoss...)

(GG) Help with Hector Casanova so that we can finish the installation of the new XBT container and to repair the smaller container.

(DA) Include in the cruise plans a Cruise Report Template with the information that must be contained in the Cruise Report.

(UR, IG) Test if it is possible to create an account on the pc running AMVERSEAS without administrative privileges.

(Rigoberto Garcia) will start sending FB the XBT profiles from baby max for insertion into the GTS

(UR) Organize a meeting with one of the riders from SA, JF and other riders at AOML to create or improve a troubleshooting guide to avoid problems and bad profiles during HD cruises

(IG) Include in SEAS profiles the information about transect number, as well as a sequential number for profiles obtained for each SEAS system

(JT, PC) JT needs access to all the data we receive from the ships and from the raw data PC receives in Silver Spring. PC will make that data available.